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ORIGIN 

October 27, 2021 meeting of the Heritage Advisory Committee, Item 9.1.2. 

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY 

Heritage Property Act, R.S.N.S. 1989, c. 199 
HRM By-law No. H-200 - Heritage Property By-law 

RECOMMENDATION 

It is recommended that Halifax Regional Council adopt By-law H-204, amending By-law H-200, the 
Heritage Property By-law, as set out in Attachment B of the August 24, 2021 report. 

BACKGROUND 

At the October 27, 2021 meeting of the Heritage Advisory Committee, the Committee received a staff 
recommendation report dated August 24, 2021, regarding amendments to By-law H-200 respecting 
revisions to Heritage Impact Statement requirements. 

For additional background information on this item, refer to the staff report dated August 24, 2021 
(Attachment 1). 

DISCUSSION 

At the October 27, 2021 meeting, following the presentation from staff, the Committee evaluated and 
discussed the proposed By-law amendments. Based on this evaluation, the Committee approved a 
motion recommending that Halifax Regional Council adopt the proposed By-law amendments. 

For further discussion on the heritage registration evaluation criteria as it relates to this application, refer 
to the staff report dated August 24, 2021 (Attachment 1).  
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
Refer to the staff report dated August 24, 2021.  
 
RISK CONSIDERATION 
 
Refer to the staff report dated August 24, 2021.  

 
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
 
Members of the public are permitted to submit correspondence and petitions to be circulated to the 
Heritage Advisory Committee. The agenda, reports, and minutes of the Heritage Advisory Committee are 
posted on Halifax.ca. 
 
For further information on Community Engagement as it relates to this item, refer to the staff report dated 
August 24, 2021.  
 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
Refer to the staff report dated August 24, 2021.  
 
ALTERNATIVES 
 
The Committee did not discuss alternatives. Refer to the staff report dated August 24, 2021.  
 
ATTACHMENTS 
 
Attachment 1 – Staff Recommendation Report dated August 24, 2021 
 

 
If the report is released to the public, a copy can be obtained by contacting the Office of the Municipal Clerk at 
902.490.4210, or Fax 902.490.4208. 
 
Report Prepared by: Simon Ross-Siegel, Legislative Assistant, Office of the Municipal Clerk, 902.292.3962 
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Attachment 1
Heritage Advisory Committee 

October 27, 2021 

TO: Chair and Members of the Heritage Advisory Committee 

-Original Signed-
SUBMITTED BY: ___________________________________________________ 

Kelly Denty, Executive Director, Planning and Development 

-Original Signed-

Jacques Dubé, Chief Administrative Officer 

DATE: August 24, 2021 

SUBJECT: Case H00498: Amendment to By-law (H-200) to Revise Heritage Impact 
Statement Requirements   

ORIGIN 

On April 14, 2020, Regional Council passed the following motion: 

That Halifax Regional Council request a staff report with recommendations in support of protecting 
registered heritage properties when they are affected by development by considering the following 
items: 

i. That a heritage impact statement as defined by HRM By-law H-200 be required in support of
any discretionary planning application or site plan approval application that includes or abuts
a registered heritage property; and

ii. That heritage impact statements submitted to the municipality as part of any planning or
heritage application be signed by a heritage professional as recognized by the Canadian
Association of Heritage Professionals.

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY 

Heritage Property Act, R.S.N.S. 1989, c. 199 
By-law H-200, Heritage Property By-law 

RECOMMENDATION ON PAGE 2 
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RECOMMENDATION 
 
It is recommended that the Heritage Advisory Committee recommend that Halifax Regional Council adopt 
By-law H-204, amending By-law H-200, the Heritage Property By-law, as set out in Attachment B. 
 

 
BACKGROUND 
 
On April 14, 2020, Regional Council requested a staff report to review the requirements for heritage 
impact statements for development within or abutting registered heritage properties and to review the 
qualifications for professionals preparing heritage impact statements. 

Under the Heritage Property Act of Nova Scotia, when a new development or site alteration is proposed 
for a registered heritage property that may affect or alter the character defining elements1 of that property, 
Regional Council is required to approve the proposal as a ‘substantial alteration’ following an evaluation 
by staff and consideration by the Heritage Advisory Committee (HAC). The main policies guiding the 
evaluation of substantial alteration applications are the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of 
Historic Places in Canada, 2nd ed. which were adopted as HRM’s municipal conservation standards in 
2014. While substantial alteration approval is triggered by, and often closely connected to all types of 
development approvals (both discretionary and as-of-right) it is a distinct and separate process.  

Understanding and planning for the impacts of proposed alterations to a heritage property is critical to the 
best practices established in the HRM Conservation Standards. For the conservation planning process to 
be consistent with the Conservation Standards, the submission requirements for heritage applications 
must account for variables that are unique to each heritage property and encourage an increased 
understanding of the heritage property through a Heritage Impact Statement (HIS). Each standard should 
be reviewed in relation to the proposed work and the potential impact on the heritage value and character 
defining elements of a property or building. 

Staff frequently require a HIS as relevant information in support of heritage applications. The 
recommendations in this report provide HRM with an opportunity to update heritage policies and 
provisions to reflect current practices, and to bring consistency to submission standards for heritage 
applications. The HIS provides a framework for evidence-based decision-making for staff and committees 
to develop recommendations and, ultimately, for council to make decisions. The Heritage Property By-law 
(H-200) currently includes a schedule consisting of a one-page outline of the required content of a HIS 
(see Attachment A). Applicants often request more information about the exact requirements of the HIS or 
submit Statements that do not adequately respond to the necessary criteria. This highlights the need to 
provide more detailed and clear expectations and criteria.  

Regional Council’s first request: 
1) That a heritage impact statement as defined by HRM By-law H-200 be required in support of any 

discretionary planning application or site plan approval application that includes or abuts a 
registered heritage property 

The Municipality can amend existing policies and provisions to require a HIS to support the review of 
proposals for the substantial alteration of registered municipal heritage properties throughout the entire 
region. The HIS can provide valuable information about these proposals and their impacts on heritage 

 
1 "character-defining elements" means the materials, forms, location, spatial configurations, uses and cultural associations or 
meanings that contribute to heritage value and that must be sustained in order to preserve heritage value. 
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resources. The HIS can include additional historical research and documentation about the heritage 
properties and ensure that any proposed new construction is compatible with heritage structures and that 
significant character defining elements are preserved. The HIS can examine alternative development or 
site alteration approaches and recommend the best approach to mitigate or avoid potential negative 
impacts caused by any adverse impacts.    

Demolition of Registered Heritage Property 
An application for a demolition of a registered heritage property follows a standard approval process as 
outlined in the Heritage Property Act and includes additional requirements for public consultation beyond 
those requires for a substantial alteration. Proposals for demolition are also evaluated under the 
municipal conservation standards by staff and considered by HAC before going to Regional Council for 
approval. 

Heritage Conservation Districts 
HRM has one by-law pertaining to registered heritage properties: Heritage Property By-law (H-200). 
Three other heritage by-laws pertain to properties within Heritage Conservation Districts (HCDs). The 
Heritage Property By-law (H-200) includes requirements for Heritage Impact Statements which are 
identical to the Barrington Street HCD By-law (H-500). The more recently adopted Schmidtville HCD By-
law (H-700) and Old South Suburb HCD By-law (H-800) include different requirements for Heritage 
Impact Statements. This report is not making recommendations for Heritage Impact Statements 
pertaining to HCD By-laws. The Municipality is currently preparing amendments to two of the three 
existing HCDs and preparing a HCD By-law for a new area in Downtown Halifax. The Municipality may 
amend existing HCD by-laws through this process to include provisions that are consistent with, or 
different from, the HIS requirements in the Heritage Property By-law. 

This report addresses the Heritage Property By-law (H-200) only, since this by-law pertains to registered 
heritage properties. For clarity, registered heritage properties within a Heritage Conservation District shall 
not be subject to the HIS requirements of H-200. Instead, the HIS requirements of their respective HCD 
By-law should apply. 

Heritage Property By-law, H-200 
Currently, the Heritage Property By-law (H-200) may require a Heritage Impact Statement if a proposed 
development is a “rooftop addition” that exceeds “50% of the gross floor area of the existing building”. The 
required content of the Statement is outlined in Schedule A of the Heritage Property By-law, H-200 (see 
this Schedule in Attachment A). This requirement only applies in the Downtown Halifax Plan Area, and 
only applies to registered heritage property (not abutting properties). 

The Heritage Impact Statement 
The HIS is defined in the Heritage Property By-law, H-200, as a study to determine if any heritage 
resource will be impacted by a specific proposed development or site alteration. The statement must also 
demonstrate how the heritage resource will be conserved in the context of redevelopment or site 
alteration, and which measures, or alternative approaches may be recommended to mitigate or avoid 
potential negative impacts on a property’s character defining elements.   

These provisions are insufficient since only large rooftop additions on registered heritage buildings 
currently require a HIS, and only in one area of HRM. Demolitions or other types of substantial 
alterations, resulting from discretionary planning applications or development permits currently do not 
require a HIS.     
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Abutting Development 
The Regional Municipal Planning Strategy (RMPS) includes Policy CH-16 which aims to “consider a 
range of design solutions and architectural expressions that are compatible” with an abutting registered 
heritage property. Similar to a HIS, Policy CH-16 includes a list of provisions that must be addressed with 
abutting development including massing and design requirements, shadow mitigation, preservation of 
landscape open space, design of parking facilities, and placement of utility equipment. The development 
must also meet the heritage policies in the applicable Secondary Municipal Planning Strategy (SMPS).     

Policy CH-16 applies throughout the municipality, except within the boundaries of the Regional Centre 
SMPS and the Downtown Halifax SMPS. These two documents contain their own policies and design 
requirements for abutting development (i.e. Policy 5.8 in the Regional Centre SMPS and Policy 49 of 
Downtown Halifax SMPS). This report is not making recommendations for Heritage Impact Statements 
pertaining to abutting development. The Municipality is currently preparing amendments to the RMPS2, 
the Regional Centre SMPS3 and the Downtown Halifax SMPS. Through these documents, the 
Municipality will address the development policies pertaining to development abutting a registered 
heritage property to ensure that the requirements include provisions that are consistent with the Heritage 
Property By-law (H-200). 

Regional Council’s second request: 

2) That heritage impact statements submitted to the municipality as part of any planning or heritage 
application be signed by a heritage professional as recognized by the Canadian Association of 
Heritage Professionals. 

 
The Heritage Property By-law (H-200) does not currently include a provision to ensure that a HIS is 
prepared by a qualified heritage professional. As such, authors of HISs are not required to demonstrate 
experience in the conservation of heritage properties or in preparing these Statements. They are also not 
required to be members of a heritage professional organization.     

The heritage values, character defining elements, and the integrity of heritage resources are at risk of 
negative impacts when a HIS is not prepared by a qualified heritage professional as part of the 
development approval process. 

Heritage professional organizations 
Membership in a heritage professional organization validates that the professional member has 
demonstrated experience in the conservation of heritage properties, documentation, and standards. 
There are two heritage professional organizations dedicated to recognizing and supporting heritage 
professionals in Canada:    

The Canadian National Committee of the International Council on Monuments and on Sites (ICOMOS 
Canada) aims to bring together professionals from across Canada from a variety of heritage related 
disciplines to develop and discuss the theory and application of best practices for the conservation of 
buildings, landscapes, and sites. This heritage organization is focused on raising the quality of 
conservation care provided to heritage resources at national and international levels. Members are 
subject to ethical conservation practices and principles. 
 
 

 
2 https://www.shapeyourcityhalifax.ca/regional-plan 
3 https://www.shapeyourcityhalifax.ca/centre-plan 
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The Canadian Association of Heritage Professionals (CAHP) focuses on supporting heritage 
professionals in a wide variety of heritage-related professions, whenever places of heritage value are 
identified and conserved. CAHP establishes standards of practice and promotes public and legislative 
support for heritage conservation. Members are held to the CAHP Code of Professional Conduct and 
Ethical standards, and professional membership in the association allows for the use of the CAHP 
accreditation.   

Benchmarking 
Staff reviewed the terms of references for Heritage Impact Statements in ten municipal jurisdictions for 
the purpose of this report (refer to Attachment C for analysis). At a minimum, these jurisdictions require a 
HIS for any development within a registered heritage property, and most also require one for new 
development adjacent to heritage properties. Most of these jurisdictions require a “qualified heritage 
conservation professional” to prepare the Statement. 
 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Based upon staff’s experience and benchmarking, staff provide recommendations to each request of 
Council as follows: 

Request #1 
The Municipality often requests additional information about proposals for the exterior alteration or 
demolition of a heritage resource and its overall impact on the heritage property. A HIS is a 
comprehensive document designed to tackle issues arising in the review of complex development 
proposals affecting heritage resources. Depending on the degree of intervention on a heritage resource, 
such as a demolition or a large building addition, staff may require a HIS to accompany an application for 
a substantial alteration. For other interventions that do not alter the massing on a heritage property, such 
as a rehabilitation or restoration project, staff may only require certain supporting documentation, such as 
a site plan and elevation drawings, to support an application for a substantial alteration.  

The overall quality and completeness of HISs submitted to the Municipality are important benchmarks to 
consider when revising requirements for the HIS.  To ensure the Statement achieves its goal, staff are 
recommending revisions to the HIS requirements in the Heritage Property By-law (H-200). 

Revisions to Heritage Impact Statement Requirements  
Amendment to By-law H-200 to revise HIS requirements can improve the protection of registered heritage 
properties when affected by development (see Attachment B for amendments to By-H-200). The HIS can 
be employed more effectively as a planning tool for heritage conservation by revising the criteria for when 
a HIS is required and the procedures for preparing the HIS. These revisions are also based on an 
analysis of HISs in other Canadian municipal jurisdictions. 

A new set of requirements for the HIS can detail the specific content and conditions of the Statement. 
Some examples of content details include an executive summary, research, statement of significance, 
mitigative and conservation strategies, and referenced materials. This level of detail is required in other 
Canadian municipalities, including the City of Toronto and City of Ottawa. 

Request #2 
The Heritage Property By-law currently does not include a definition for a qualified heritage professional 
nor does it require such a professional to prepare a HIS. In terms of the two professional heritage 
organization in Canada, ICOMOS Canada is focussed on developing best practice documentation for the 
conservation of buildings, landscapes, and sites in Canada, whereas CAHP is focussed on professional 
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practice directly affecting the identification and conservation of heritage properties. As such, CAHP 
accreditation is pertinent to the professional practice of preparing HISs for specific properties. CAHP is a 
professional organization that regulates the professional practices, methods, and standards of its 
members through rigorous entrance requirements and through a code of ethical standards. Several 
Canadian municipalities require CAHP accreditation for completion of heritage studies, including a HIS.  
 
The HIS is an important planning tool that should be prepared by a qualified professional to ensure that 
the heritage values, character defining elements, and integrity of heritage resources are considered in the 
land development process. It is recommended that the Municipality define qualified heritage professional 
in the Heritage Property By-law (H-200) and require that HISs be prepared by professionals who can 
demonstrate experience in the conservation of heritage properties through CAHP professional 
membership and demonstrated experience in a field of professional practice relevant to the proposed 
development or alteration. 

Not all local practicing heritage professionals currently have membership in CAHP or may be able to 
provide a CV as part of a submission to HRM Staff. If Regional Council adopts the proposed amendments 
to the Heritage Property By-law, staff recommend a transition period of one year during which these 
professionals can be notified of the new requirement through their relevant professional organizations 
before the requirement takes effect. This period will provide enough time for qualified heritage 
professionals to acquire the CAHP membership. Staff propose that a formal notice be disseminated 
through organizations including the Licensed Professional Planners Association of Nova Scotia 
(LPPANS), the Nova Scotia Association of Architects (NSAA), The Urban Development Institute (UDI), 
and the Developers Land Guild (DLG) notifying members of this pending change in requirements. 

Conclusion 
The Heritage Impact Statement is an important planning tool to ensure that the heritage values, character 
defining elements, and integrity of heritage resources are considered in the land development process. 
When there is a development proposal to demolish a heritage building or that may substantially alter the 
exterior massing of a heritage resource, it is recommended that the Municipality require the applicant to 
prepare and submit a complete HIS. In the case of a smaller development proposals, the Municipality 
may require certain necessary content in support of an application for substantial alterations, instead of a 
complete HIS. The recommended new set of requirements for the HIS details the specific content and 
conditions of the Statement to clarify its requirements and create consistent submission standards. 
Finally, it is recommended that the Municipality define a qualified heritage professional as a professional 
member of CAHP and require those preparing HISs to hold those credentials following a one-year 
transitional period to allow eligible local professionals to acquire this membership. 

 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
The HRM costs associated with processing Case H00498 can be accommodated within the approved 
2021/22 operating budget for Cost Centre C340, Social and Heritage Policy.  
 
 
RISK CONSIDERATION 
 
There are no significant risks associated with the recommendations in this Report.  
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
 
The community engagement process for this project is consistent with the intent of the HRM Community 
Engagement Strategy. The level of community engagement was information sharing achieved through 
public accessibility to the required Heritage Advisory Committee meeting.  
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
No environmental implications were identified. 
 
 
ALTERNATIVES 
 
The Heritage Advisory Committee may recommend that Regional Council: 
 
1. Approve the proposed amendments to the Heritage Property By-law, H-200, as provided in 

Attachment B, with changes This alternative recommendation may result in a supplementary staff 
report. 
 

2. Refuse the proposed amendments to the Heritage Property By-law, H-200, as provided in Attachment 
B. This is not the staff recommendation.  
 

 
ATTACHMENTS 
 
Attachment A: Content of Heritage Impact Statement in By-law H-200 
Attachment B: Halifax Regional Municipality Amending By-law H-204 
Attachment C: Heritage Impact Statement Requirements Analysis 
Attachment D: Showing proposed changes to By-law H-200 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
A copy of this report can be obtained online at halifax.ca or by contacting the Office of the Municipal Clerk at 
902.490.4210. 
 
Report Prepared by Seamus McGreal, Planner III, 902-717-1568 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 

http://www.halifax.ca/


ATTACHMENT A 
Content of Heritage Impact Statement in By-H200

A heritage impact statement is a study to determine if any heritage resource will be 
impacted by a specific proposed development or site alteration. It can also demonstrate 
how the heritage resource will be conserved in the context of redevelopment or site 
alteration. Mitigative or avoidance measures, or alternative development or site alteration 
approaches may be recommended. A heritage impact statement contains, but is not limited 
to the following information: 

(a) Identification of Heritage Value and Character Defining Elements based on
information available in the HRM Registry of Heritage Properties or Inventory of Potential
Heritage Properties, supplemented by additional research, site analysis, or evaluation as
necessary.

(b) Description of the Proposed Development or Site Alteration.  This description
details the rationale and purpose for the development or site alteration, the proposed works
and graphical layout, and how the development or site alteration fits with the objectives of
the municipality as expressed in planning documents.

(c) Measurement of Development or Site Alteration Impact. Any impact (direct or
indirect, physical or aesthetic) of the proposed development or site alteration must be
identified. The effectiveness of any proposed conservation or mitigative or avoidance
measures must be evaluated on the basis of established principles, standards and guidelines
for heritage conservation.

(d) Consideration of Alternatives, Mitigation and Conservation Methods. Where an
impact on a heritage resource is identified, and the proposed conservation or mitigative
measures including avoidance, are considered ineffective, other conservation or mitigative
measures, or alternative development or site alteration approaches must be recommended.

(e) Implementation and Monitoring. This is a schedule and reporting structure for
implementing the recommended conservation or mitigative or avoidance measures, and
monitoring the heritage resource as the development or site alteration progresses.

(f) Summary Statement and Conservation Recommendations:
 The heritage value and character defining elements of the heritage resource.
 The identification of any impact that the proposed development will have on

the heritage resource.
 An explanation of what conservation or mitigative measures, or alternative

development or site alteration approaches are recommended to minimize or
avoid any impact on the heritage resource.

 If applicable, clarification of why some conservation or mitigative measures, or
alternative development or site alteration approaches are not appropriate.



Attachment B – By-law H-204 

HALIFAX REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY 
BY-LAW NUMBER H-204 

RESPECTING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A HERITAGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
 AND A CIVIC REGISTRY OF HERITAGE PROPERTY 

  

BE IT ENACTED by the Council of the Halifax Regional Municipality, under the authority 
of the Heritage Property Act, R.S.N.S. 1989, c. 199, that By-Law H-200, Respecting the 
Establishment of a Heritage Advisory Committee and a Civic Registry of Heritage Property, is 
amended as follows: 

1. Section 2 is amended by adding clause (da) after clause (d) and before clause (e) as 
follows: 
 

(da)  “Heritage Planner” means an employee of the Municipality designated as a 
Heritage Planner by the Chief Administrative Office or designate; 
 

2. Section 2 is amended by adding clause (ea) after clause (e) and before clause (f) as 
follows: 

(ea) “Qualified Heritage Professional” means a professional member in good standing 
with the Canadian Association of Heritage Professionals;  

3. Subsections 11(3) and 11(4) are repealed. 
 

4. Sections 11A and 11B and the heading are added after subsection 11(2) and before 
section 12 as follows: 

Applications for Substantial Alterations and Demolitions 

11A (1)  An application for a substantial alteration of a municipal heritage property 
shall include: 

(a) drawings or photos showing the existing conditions and identifying 
existing materials, before the proposed alterations; and 

 
(b) a written statement describing the scope of work and rationale for 

the proposed alterations. 

(2) Upon review of the application, the Heritage Planner may require the 
applicant to submit such additional information as the Heritage Planner may require, 
including: 

 (a) detailed elevation drawings of the areas affected by the proposed 
alterations, identifying all proposed materials; and 

 (b) site plan, drawn to scale, showing the proposed alterations, 

and such plans and drawings shall be prepared by an appropriately qualified 
professional and must be scalable and clearly labelled. 

11B (1) Outside the boundaries of any Heritage Conservation District, where an 
application is made for: 



   

(a) the demolition of a municipal heritage property; or 

(b) the substantial alteration of a registered heritage property where 
the gross floor area of any proposed new construction exceeds fifty percent 
(50%) of the gross floor area of the existing building(s) on the property,  

a complete application shall include a Heritage Impact Statement in accordance with 
Schedule A-1. 

 (2) The Heritage Impact Statement shall be prepared by a Qualified Heritage 
Professional with knowledge of accepted heritage conservation standards, and 
experience in a field of professional practice relevant to the proposed work. 

 (3) Upon review of the Heritage Impact Statement, the Heritage Planner may 
require the applicant to submit such additional information as the Heritage Planner may 
deem necessary for the Heritage Impact Statement to be complete. 

 (4) The complete Heritage Impact Statement shall become part of the 
application. 

 (5) Subsection (2) comes into effect one year from the date of the approval of 
By-law H-204 by the Minister. 

5. Schedule A is repealed and replaced with Schedule A-1. 

 

Done and passed in Council this _____ day of _______________, 2021. 
 
 

_______________________ 
Mayor 

 
 

_______________________ 
Municipal Clerk 

  



   

Schedule A-1 
Requirements for a Heritage Impact Statement 

A Heritage Impact Statement (herein called the Statement) is a study to determine if any 
heritage resource will be impacted by a specific proposed development or site alteration, and 
demonstrates how the heritage resource will be conserved in the context of redevelopment or 
site alteration by recommending mitigative or avoidance measures, alternative development or 
site alteration approaches. A Statement should clearly and directly inform the proposed 
development or alteration, and provide a strong rationale for the proposed intervention based on 
accepted conservation standards. 

A Statement is an important planning tool to ensure that the heritage values, character defining 
elements, and integrity of heritage resources are considered in the land development process. 
The Municipality will use the Statement to provide comments to the applicant on a proposed 
development, and to make recommendations and decisions about the development project. The 
requirements below describe the content of a Statement. 

The following information shall be included in a Heritage Impact Statement: 

1. Introduction: Subject Property and Heritage Impact Statement 
 The Statement shall include an introduction section that addresses the following: 

 
1.1 Information about the purpose of the Statement, author, and date prepared; 
1.2 An executive summary that provides a description of the existing site, heritage value 

and character defining elements of the heritage resources, and the impacts that the 
proposed development or site alterations will have on the heritage resource(s) and 
surrounding environment. The summary shall include an explanation of the 
recommended mitigation and conservation measures, including methods used, and 
clarification as to why specific mitigation and conservation measures, or alternative 
development or site alteration approaches are not recommended; 

1.3 Site plans showing the existing site and proposed development; 
1.4 Name and mailing address for current owner; and 
1.5 Information about the qualifications of the author including current professional 

membership credentials and relevant field of professional practice. 
 

2. Background Research and Analysis 
Background research and analysis shall be provided, which at a minimum includes a 
review of the municipal heritage property file for the subject property. If available, the 
following information shall be included:   
 
2.1 Comprehensive written and visual research, with source information and references, 

and analysis related to the heritage value of the property, above and beyond what is 
available in the municipal heritage file; 

2.2 A description of the evolution of the property over time including original 
construction, additions, and alterations with dates of construction supported by 
documentary or physical evidence; and 



   

2.3 Research material shall include relevant historic maps, drawings, photographs, 
sketches/renderings, permit records, land records, directories, etc. as may be 
available. 
 

3. Statement of Significance 
A Statement of Significance is necessary to evaluate a proposed intervention using the 
Conservation Standards. The Statement of Significance may be used, in whole or in 
part, by the Municipality in crafting its statement of significance for the subject property. 
The Statement of Significance shall include the following: 

 
3.1 New research and analysis of the property as well as information contained in the 

heritage file;  
3.2 A statement of heritage value and character defining elements as defined in the 

Heritage Property Act of Nova Scotia. The Statement of Significance will be written in 
a way that does not respond to or anticipate any current or proposed interventions; 
and 

3.3 Professional quality photographs of the heritage resource illustrating character 
defining elements of the heritage property in their present state. 
 

4. Assessment of Existing Conditions 
The Municipality requires current information about the conditions of the property and its 
heritage resources to evaluate the application. The following information is required:  
 
4.1 A comprehensive written and visual description of the existing conditions of the 

subject property. (see Appendices, below, for visual description requirements); 
4.2 High-quality colour photographs of all heritage resource(s) in their current condition, 

including: 
i) Views of the area surrounding the property to show it in context with 

adjacent properties; 
ii) Exterior views of each elevation of all affected heritage resources, showing 

the condition of potential character-defining elements; and 
iii) Views of the property including all significant landscape features; 

4.3 A description of all applicable municipal requirements affecting the subject property 
(i.e. Building Code, plan policies, zoning, engineering, etc.); and 

4.4 If the structural integrity of the existing structures is identified as a concern, a 
structural and engineering assessment is required (see Appendices, below, for 
requirements).  

 
5. Description of the Proposed Development or Site Alteration 

The Municipality requires information about the proposed development or site alteration to 
understand the larger context of a proposed intervention on a heritage resource. This 
information shall include:  
 

5.1 A written description of the proposed development or site alteration; 
5.2 A visual description of the proposed development or site alteration (see Appendices, 

below, for requirements); and 



   

5.3 Description and drawings shall note which parts of the heritage resources are 
considered for retention and which parts are considered for removal or alteration. 
 

6. Impact of Development or Site Alteration 
The Statement requires a full assessment of the proposed development and its impact 
on a heritage resource to ensure that there are no unforeseen negative impacts beyond 
the proposed intervention on the heritage resource. Negative impacts on heritage 
resource(s) include, but are not limited to: 
 
6.1 Destruction of any, or part of any, heritage resources or character defining elements; 
6.2 Alterations or interventions that are not subordinate to, or compatible with, the 

character of the heritage resources; 
6.3 Shadows created that obscure a heritage resource or alter the viability of an 

associated natural feature or plantings, such as a garden; 
6.4 Isolation of a heritage resource or character defining element from its surrounding 

environment, context, or a significant visual relationship; 
6.5 Direct or indirect obstruction of significant views of the heritage resources from the 

public Right of Way; 
6.6 A change in use which affects the property’s heritage value; and 
6.7 Land disturbances such as alterations to grade that change soil and drainage 

patterns to the detriment of heritage resources, including potential archaeological 
resources. 

 
7. Considered Alternatives and Mitigative Strategies 

The Statement requires an assessment of alternative options and mitigative strategies to 
ensure that the proposed intervention on the heritage resource is the best or only option 
available. Mitigative strategies shall be considered for all options to reduce the impact of 
the proposed intervention on a heritage resource.  An assessment of alternative options, 
shall consider and include the following:   
  
7.1 Alternative development approaches, which shall not be limited to demolition, and 

shall address the full retention of heritage resource(s), rehabilitation, relocation, and 
other alternatives; 

7.2 Concealing new development and site alterations so as not to negatively impact 
significant character defining elements and views from the public right-of-way; 

7.3 Design concepts that use mass, setback, setting, and materials to complement the 
heritage resource(s); 

7.4 Limiting height and density where new construction is not subordinate or compatible 
with the heritage resource(s); 

7.5 Allowing only compatible infill and additions; 
7.6 Reversible alterations; 
7.7 All alternative options shall be explored and discussed, before the relocation or 

demolition of a heritage resource is considered as an appropriate option; 
7.8 Alternatives and strategies shall consider all applicable municipal requirements 

affecting the subject property (i.e. Building Code, plan policies, zoning, engineering, 
etc.); and 



   

7.9 Where a property cannot be conserved, a full analysis will be provided to explain 
the reasons for this conclusion and the salvaging potential of the property will be 
discussed including options for documentation of existing heritage resources and 
their symbolic commemoration as part of a new development. 

 
8. Conservation Strategy 

The Statement shall include a conservation strategy for the best option selected for the 
proposed development and describe how the mitigative measures will be implemented. 
In the case of a demolition application, the strategy will make recommendations for 
additional studies, documentation and salvage to be completed prior to the demolition of 
the heritage resource. A conservation strategy to protect and enhance heritage value 
and character defining elements of the heritage resource(s) shall include, at a minimum:  
 
8.1 A methodology for mitigation of negative impacts; 
8.2 A scope of work and methodology for the conservation project;  
8.3 An implementation and monitoring plan for the mitigation and conservation; 
8.4 References to any appropriate precedents and to all relevant conservation 

standards; and 
8.5 Recommendations for additional studies related to restoration, interpretation and 

commemoration strategies, lighting, signage, landscaping, structural analysis, long-
term heritage conservation plan, and additional written and photographic 
documentation prior to any proposed alteration or demolition of a heritage resource. 

 
9. Appendices 

The following items shall be submitted as appendices, and not embedded in the 
Statement:  
 
9.1 A bibliography, listing source materials, including persons and institutions consulted; 
9.2 Information and a Curriculum Vitae for the author demonstrating experience in the 

conservation of heritage properties which includes current professional heritage 
membership credentials and an explanation of expertise in a relevant field of 
professional practice. 

9.3 Detailed elevation drawings, to scale, or photographs of the existing heritage 
resources identifying all existing materials; 

9.4 Detailed landscape plan, to scale, identifying all heritage resources and landscape 
features; 

9.5 Detailed landscape plan, to scale, identifying the proposed development and/or site 
alteration and its integration with all heritage resources and landscape features; 

9.6 Detailed elevation drawings of the proposed development, its surrounding context, its 
integration with all heritage resources and identifying all existing and proposed 
materials;  

9.7 Digital illustrations of the proposed development and/or site alteration, including 
surrounding context, from the perspective of a person standing in the adjacent right- 
of-way to illustrate the new construction and its orientation and integration with the 
heritage resources and adjacent properties from the perspective of a person at 
ground level.  



   

9.8 In the case of a proposed demolition, a structural engineering assessment to confirm 
if conservation, rehabilitation and/or restoration are feasible options. Assessments 
must be conducted by qualified professionals with heritage property experience. 
 

All submitted plans and drawings must be prepared by an appropriate qualified professional 
and must be scalable and clearly labelled. 

 
 



ATTACHMENT C 
Heritage Impact Statement Requirements Analysis 

Jurisdiction When is the heritage study required? Required Heritage Professional 
Certification 

Terms of Reference 

Ontario 

The Ontario Heritage Act (Section 27), Provincial Policy Statement 

City of Toronto • Official Plan Amendment
• Zoning By-law Amendment
• Plans of Subdivision
• Site Plan Control

At staff discretion: 

• Consent and/or Minor Variance and Building Permit
applications for any property included in the City’s
Inventory of Heritage Properties

• Where properties adjacent to a cultural heritage resource
are subject to the items identified above

Qualified heritage conservation 
professional 

Heritage Impact 
Assessment/Conservation 
Strategy 

Town of Oakville When a development or redevelopment of property is proposed: 

• On, adjacent to, or in the immediate vicinity of, an
individually designated historic property;

• Within, adjacent to, or in the immediate vicinity of, the
boundaries of a Heritage Conservation District; or,

• On a property listed on the Oakville Register of Properties
of Cultural Heritage Value or Interest.

Qualified Heritage Specialist. The CAHP 
website is referenced; however, it is noted 
that not all CAHP members may be 
qualified to complete a HIA.  

Development Application 
Guidelines: Heritage 
Impact Assessment for a 
Built Heritage Resource 

Town of Milton A HIA may be required for the following application types, if the 
proposal affects a cultural heritage resource or affects a property 
that is adjacent to a cultural heritage resource: 

• Official Plan Amendment

Must be prepared by qualified 
professionals such as architectural 
heritage consultants, and/or landscape 
heritage consultants with applied and 
demonstrated knowledge of accepted 

Heritage Impact 
Assessment Terms of 
Reference 

https://www.toronto.ca/city-government/planning-development/application-forms-fees/building-toronto-together-a-development-guide/application-support-material-terms-of-reference/
https://www.toronto.ca/city-government/planning-development/application-forms-fees/building-toronto-together-a-development-guide/application-support-material-terms-of-reference/
https://www.toronto.ca/city-government/planning-development/application-forms-fees/building-toronto-together-a-development-guide/application-support-material-terms-of-reference/
https://www.oakville.ca/assets/2011%20planning/HIA%20for%20built%20heritage%20resource.pdf
https://www.oakville.ca/assets/2011%20planning/HIA%20for%20built%20heritage%20resource.pdf
https://www.oakville.ca/assets/2011%20planning/HIA%20for%20built%20heritage%20resource.pdf
https://www.oakville.ca/assets/2011%20planning/HIA%20for%20built%20heritage%20resource.pdf
https://www.milton.ca/en/business-and-development/resources/Milton-HIA-TOR.pdf
https://www.milton.ca/en/business-and-development/resources/Milton-HIA-TOR.pdf
https://www.milton.ca/en/business-and-development/resources/Milton-HIA-TOR.pdf


• Zoning By-law Amendment 
• Plan of Subdivision 
• Site Plan 
• Consent 
• Minor Variance  
• Building Permit 
• Heritage Permit 
• Demolition Permit  

standards of heritage conservation, 
historical research, identification and 
evaluation of cultural heritage value, 
mitigation and similar matters. The 
qualifications and background of the 
heritage consultant shall be included in 
the report.  

City of 
Mississauga 

A HIA may be required: 

• On a designated or individually listed property on the City’s 
Heritage Register; or,  

• Where development is proposed adjacent to a known 
heritage resource.  

The requirement may also apply to unknown or recorded heritage 
resources discovered during the application stage or construction. 

The author must be a qualified heritage 
consultant by having Professional 
standing with the Canadian Association of 
Heritage Professionals and/or clearly 
demonstrate through a Curriculum Vitae, 
his/her experience in writing such 
Assessments or experience in the 
conservation of heritage places. The 
Assessment will also include a reference 
for any literature cited, and a list of people 
contacted during the study and referenced 
in the report.  

City of Mississauga 
Heritage Impact 
Assessment Terms of 
Reference  

City of Brampton An HIA is required for the following: 

• Any property listed or designated in the municipal heritage 
register that is subject to land use planning applications; 

• Any property listed or designated in the municipal heritage 
register that is facing possible demolition; and, 

• Any property that is subject to land use planning 
applications and is adjacent to a property designated in the 
municipal heritage register. 

Any property that may exhibit cultural heritage value or interest or 
‘heritage potential’ as determined by City staff will be subject to an 
appropriate level of heritage due diligence and may require an HIA.  

A HIA may also be required for the following: 

• All heritage impact assessments, 
conservation plans, adaptive 
reuse plans, security plans 
and/or related studies must be 
prepared by qualified 
professionals with applied and 
demonstrated knowledge of 
accepted standards of heritage 
conservation, historical research, 
identification, evaluation of 
cultural heritage value or interest, 
mitigation, and the like. 

• All heritage consultants 
submitting heritage impact 
assessments must be members 
in good standing of the Canadian 

Heritage Impact 
Assessment – Terms of 
Reference  

https://www7.mississauga.ca/documents/culture/heritage/HeritageImpactAssessment_TermsOfReference2017.pdf
https://www7.mississauga.ca/documents/culture/heritage/HeritageImpactAssessment_TermsOfReference2017.pdf
https://www7.mississauga.ca/documents/culture/heritage/HeritageImpactAssessment_TermsOfReference2017.pdf
https://www7.mississauga.ca/documents/culture/heritage/HeritageImpactAssessment_TermsOfReference2017.pdf
https://www.brampton.ca/EN/Arts-Culture-Tourism/Cultural-Heritage/Documents1/HIA_ToR.pdf
https://www.brampton.ca/EN/Arts-Culture-Tourism/Cultural-Heritage/Documents1/HIA_ToR.pdf
https://www.brampton.ca/EN/Arts-Culture-Tourism/Cultural-Heritage/Documents1/HIA_ToR.pdf


• Any property that is subject to land use planning 
applications and is adjacent to a property listed in the 
municipal heritage register.  

Association of Heritage 
Professionals.   

City of Ottawa A Cultural Heritage Impact Statement (CHIS) is required when a 
proposed intervention (i.e. alteration, addition, partial demolition, 
demolition, relocation or new construction) on cultural heritage 
resources have the potential to: 

• Adversely impact the cultural heritage value of properties 
designated under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act 
(OHA); or, 

• Adversely impact the cultural heritage value of districts 
designated under Part V of the OHA.  

A CHIS may also be required for development applications adjacent 
to or within 35 metres of designated buildings and areas, or 
development applications adjacent to the Rideau Canal, the Central 
Experimental Farm, a national historic site, a federally designated 
(FHBRO) building, a building with a heritage easement, or a building 
on the heritage register.  

An independent professional opinion.  Guide to Preparing 
Studies and Plans 

City of Vaughan For an alteration, addition, demolition or removal of a designated 
heritage property, an impact assessment is required when:  

• An Official Plan amendment; 
• A Zoning By-law amendment; 
• A Block Plan approval; 
• A Plan of Subdivision;  
• A minor variance; or, 
• A site plan application. 

When development is proposed on a property that is not designated 
but is listed on the Heritage Register, an impact assessment is 
required:  

• The proposal requires an Official Plan amendment, a 
zoning by-law amendment, a plan of subdivision, a plan of 
condominium, a minor variance or a site plan application; 

Qualified heritage specialist to prepare the 
Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment. The 
Terms of Reference directs applicants to 
the CAHP members website.  

Guidelines for Cultural 
Heritage Impact 
Assessments 

https://ottawa.ca/en/planning-development-and-construction/developing-property/development-application-review-process/development-application-submission/guide-preparing-studies-and-plans
https://ottawa.ca/en/planning-development-and-construction/developing-property/development-application-review-process/development-application-submission/guide-preparing-studies-and-plans
https://www.vaughan.ca/services/business/heritage_preservation/General%20Documents/Guidelines%20for%20CHIA%202017.pdf
https://www.vaughan.ca/services/business/heritage_preservation/General%20Documents/Guidelines%20for%20CHIA%202017.pdf
https://www.vaughan.ca/services/business/heritage_preservation/General%20Documents/Guidelines%20for%20CHIA%202017.pdf


• The proposal involves the demolition of a building or the 
removal of a building or part thereof or a heritage 
landscape feature; or, 

• There is potential for adverse impact to a cultural heritage 
resource from the proposed development.  

When development is proposed on a property adjacent to a property 
that is not designated under the Ontario Heritage Act but is listed on 
the Heritage register, recognized as Cultural heritage character 
area, or identified as having potential cultural heritage value: 

• The applicant shall submit a Cultural heritage impact 
assessment is through the development approval process 
it is determined that there is potential for adverse impact on 
the adjacent heritage resource from the proposed 
development.  

British Columbia 

Heritage Conservation Act, Heritage Impact Assessments Terms of Reference  

City of Vancouver The Director of Planning may require the applicant for the approval: 

• To provide the Director of Planning with an impact 
assessment, at the expense of the applicant; or, 

• To permit the Director of Planning to obtain an impact 
assessment.  

A Notice of Order from the Director of 
Planning must include the necessary 
qualifications of the person or persons 
undertaking studies to produce the impact 
assessment. The Director of Planning is 
authorized to determine whether the 
specifications included in a notice of order 
regarding an impact assessment have 
been met.  

Heritage Procedure By-
law No. 11350  

Saskatchewan 

Provincial requirements generally for Archaeology  

City of Saskatoon Developers of large-scale projects that include or are adjacent to 
heritage resources to prepare a heritage impact statement as a way 
of generating information necessary for designation and a 
conservation plan.  

Not identified. City of Saskatoon 
Heritage Plan 

https://heritagebc.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/heritage_impact_assessment_terms_reference.pdf
https://bylaws.vancouver.ca/heritage11350/HeritageProcedureBylaw11350.pdf
https://bylaws.vancouver.ca/heritage11350/HeritageProcedureBylaw11350.pdf
https://www.saskatoon.ca/sites/default/files/documents/community-services/planning-development/development-review/heritage-conservation/heritage_plan.pdf
https://www.saskatoon.ca/sites/default/files/documents/community-services/planning-development/development-review/heritage-conservation/heritage_plan.pdf


Prince Edward Island 

Heritage Places Protection Act  

Heritage Impact Statements appear to be required at a provincial level (See Form 10 of Heritage Places Protection Act) 

Newfoundland and Labrador 

City of St. John’s The City of St. John’s is exploring the option to require Heritage Reports through their draft Heritage By-law, based on a review of best 
practice from other Canadian jurisdictions.  

https://www.princeedwardisland.ca/sites/default/files/legislation/h-03-1-heritage_places_protection_act.pdf
https://pub-stjohns.escribemeetings.com/filestream.ashx?DocumentId=13144
https://www.engagestjohns.ca/15555/widgets/61092/documents/52641


Attachment A – Heritage Impact Statement Contents 
An example of a Heritage Impact Statement Terms of Reference is identified below. The City of Toronto’s Terms of Reference 
was used as a starting point. If the City’s Terms of Reference did not include certain elements from the other Terms of 
References identified above, those elements were added in italics.  

 

1. Introduction to Development Site 
• A location plan indicating the subject property (Property Data Map and Aerial photo) 
• A written and visual description of the site identifying significant features, buildings, landscapes and vistas. 
• A written and visual description of the cultural heritage resource(s) contained within the development site 

identifying significant features, buildings, landscape, vistas and including any heritage recognition of the property 
with existing heritage descriptions as available. 

• A concise written and visual description of the context including adjacent heritage properties and their recognition 
and any yet unidentified potential cultural heritage resource(s).  

• Present owner contact information (This is redacted in Mississauga due to Freedom of Information and 
Protection of Privacy Act).  

• Provide a background on the purpose of the HIA by outlining why it was undertaken, by whom, and the date(s) the 
evaluation took place. Briefly outline the methodology used to prepare the assessment.  

2. Background Research and Analysis 
• Comprehensive written and visual research and analysis related to the cultural heritage value or interest of the site 

(both identified and unidentified): physical or design, historical or associative, and contextual. 
• A development history of the site including original construction, additions, and alterations with substantiated 

dates of construction.  
• Research material to include relevant historic maps and atlases, drawings, photographs, sketches/renderings, 

permit records, land records, assessment rolls, City directories, etc.  
• The applicant must provide a description of all relevant municipal or agency requirements which will be applied to 

the subject property, and when implemented may supplement, supersede and/or affect the conservation of 
heritage resources (i.e. Building Code requirements, Zoning requirements, Transportation and Works 
requirements.) 

 



3. Statement of Significance 
• A statement of significance identifying the cultural heritage value and heritage attributes of the cultural heritage 

resource(s). This statement will be informed by current research and analysis of the site as well as pre-existing 
heritage descriptions. This statement is to follow provincial guidelines. 

• The statement of significance will be written in a way that does not respond to or anticipate any current or 
proposed interventions. The City may, at its discretion and upon review, reject or use the statement of 
significance, in whole or in part, in crafting its own statement of significance (reasons or listing or designation) for 
the subject property. 

• Professional quality record photographs of the cultural heritage resource in its present state. 
4. Assessment of Existing Condition 

• A comprehensive written description and high-quality color photographic documentation of the cultural heritage 
resource(s) in its current condition. This should include floor plans. 

• Current photographs of the property, including: 
i. Views of the area surrounding the property to show it in context with adjacent properties 

ii. Exterior views of each elevation of each building 
iii. Views of the property including all significant landscape features 
iv. Interior views of each room in each building 
v. Close-up views of all significant interior heritage features  

• If the structural integrity of existing structures appears to be a concern, recommend the undertaking of a follow-up 
structural and engineering assessment to confirm if conservation, rehabilitation and/or restoration are feasible. 
Assessments must be conducted by qualified professionals with heritage property experience.  

5. Description of the Proposed Development or Site Alteration 
• A written and visual description of the proposed development or site alteration. 
• A conceptual site plan and conceptual drawings of all building elevations. 
• Description and drawings should note which heritage attribute(s) are considered for retention and which are 

considered for removal or alteration.  
• Note: An architectural drawing indicating the subject property streetscape with properties to either side of the 

subject lands must be provided. The purpose of this drawing is to provide a schematic view of how the new 
construction is oriented and integrates with the adjacent properties from a streetscape perspective. The drawing 
must therefore show, within the limits of defined property lines, an outline of the building mass of the subject 
property and the existing neighbouring properties, along with significant trees or any other landscape or landform 



features. A composite photograph may accomplish the same purpose with a schematic of the proposed building 
drawn in. 

6. Impact of Development or Site Alteration 
• An assessment identifying any impact the proposed development or site alteration may have on the cultural 

heritage resource(s). Negative impacts on a cultural heritage resource(s) as stated in the Ontario Heritage Tool Kit 
include, but are not limited to:  

i. Destruction of any, or part of any, significant heritage attributes or features 
ii. Alteration that is not sympathetic, or is incompatible, with the historic fabric and appearance 
iii. Shadows created that alter the appearance of a heritage attribute or change the viability of an associated 

natural feature or plantings, such as a garden 
iv. Isolation of a heritage attribute from its surrounding environment, context or a significant relationship 
v. Direct or indirect obstruction of significant views or vistas within, from, or of built and natural features 
vi. A change in land use (such as rezoning a church to a multi-unit residence) where the change in use 

negates the property’s cultural heritage value 
vii. Land disturbances such as a change in grade that alters soils, and drainage patterns that adversely affect 

a cultural heritage resource, including archaeological resources 
7. Considered Alternatives and Mitigation Strategies 

• An assessment of alternative options, mitigation measures, and conservation methods that may be considered in 
order to avoid or limit the negative impact on the cultural heritage resource(s).  Methods of minimizing or avoiding 
a negative impact on a cultural heritage resource(s) as stated in the Ontario Heritage Tool Kit include, but are not 
limited to:  

i. Alternative development approaches 
ii. Isolating development and site alteration from significant built and natural features and vistas 
iii. Design guidelines that harmonize mass, setback, setting, and materials 
iv. Limiting height and density 
v. Allowing only compatible infill and additions 
vi. Reversible alterations 

• Alternatives and strategies should have consideration for relevant cultural heritage policies.  
• Recommendations for additional studies to be undertaken related to, but not limited to: restoration specifics, 

design guidelines, interpretation and commemoration, lighting, signage, landscaping, structural analysis, 
additional written and photo documentation prior to demolition and long-term maintenance plan. A conservation 
plan, adaptive reuse plan and/or structural/engineering assessment.  



• When a property cannot be conserved a full analysis will be provided explaining the reasons for why this 
conclusion has been drawn. In addition, alternative mitigation measures will be provided, where possible, and the 
salvaging potential of the property will be analysed.  

• Only when other options can be demonstrated not to be viable will options such as relocation, ruinification or 
symbolic conservation be considered.  

• Relocation of a heritage resource may indicate a move within or beyond the subject property. The appropriate 
context of the resource must be considered in relocation. Runification allows for the exterior only of a structure to 
be maintained on a site. Symbolic conservation refers to the recovery of unique heritage resources and 
incorporating those components into new development or using a symbolic design method to depict a theme or 
remembrance of the past.  

• If the subject property abuts to one or more listed or designated heritage properties, identify development impacts 
and provide recommended mitigation strategies to ensure the heritage resources on the adjacent properties are 
not negatively impacted. Mitigation strategies include, but are not limited to: vegetation screening; fencing; buffers; 
site lines; an architectural design concept for the massing and façade treatment of proposed buildings to ensure 
compatibility with the adjoining property and the like. 

• An implementation schedule and reporting/monitoring system for implementation of the recommended 
conservation or mitigation strategies may be required.  

8. Conservation Strategy 
• The preferred strategy recommended to best protect and enhance the cultural heritage value and heritage 

attributes of the cultural heritage resource(s) including, but not limited to:  
i. A mitigation strategy including the proposed methods; 
ii. A conservation scope of work including the proposed methods; and 
iii. An implementation and monitoring plan. 

• Recommendations for additional studies/plans related to, but not limited to: conservation; site specific design 
guidelines; interpretation/commemoration; lighting; signage; landscape; stabilization; additional record and 
documentation prior to demolition; and long-term maintenance. 

• Referenced conservation principles and precedents. 
9. Summary Statement 

• A Summary Statement will be included. This should provide a full description of: the significance and heritage 
attributes of the cultural heritage resources; the impact that the proposed development will have on the cultural 
heritage resource(s) and its surroundings; an explanation of conservation or mitigation measures, or alternative 



development, or site alteration approaches that are recommended; and, clarification as to why specific 
conservation or mitigation measures, or alternative development or site alteration approaches are not appropriate.  

10. Recommendation 
• The HIA must include a recommendation as to whether the subject property is worthy of heritage designation in 

accordance with the heritage designation criteria, or a justification why a property is not considered to meet the 
criteria for heritage designation.  

• A recommendation regarding the future preservation of the heritage resource(s), appropriate mitigation measure 
such as relocation, ruinification or symbolic conservation, and, if necessary, a list of items that should be 
salvaged, if demolition is proposed.  

11. Appendices 
• A bibliography listing source material used, and institutions consulted in preparing the HIA.  
• A summary of the author’s qualifications.  

 

The HIA will be reviewed by Heritage Staff to determine whether all the requirements of this Terms of Reference have been met 
and to evaluate the preferred option(s). The HIA will be circulated to Heritage Milton for information and discussion. The HIA may 
be subject to peer review by a qualified heritage consultant. The applicant will be notified of Staff’s comments and acceptance, or 
rejection of the report. An accepted HIA will become part of the further processing of a development application. The 
recommendations within the HIA may be incorporated into development related legal agreements between the Town of Milton 
and the proponent at the discretion of the municipality.  

The Town of Oakville reserves the right to request an independent peer review of a heritage impact assessment for a built 
heritage resource at the development proponent’s cost. Heritage Planning staff will facilitate peer reviews if deemed necessary 
by the Director of Planning. Peer reviews will evaluate the assessments provided in heritage impact assessments. These reviews 
may include, but are not limited to, addressing inconsistencies, factual errors, discrepancies, inappropriate conservation advice 
not consistent with recognized standards, omissions and misrepresentations.  
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 HALIFAX REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY 
 BY-LAW NUMBER H-200       
 

RESPECTING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A HERITAGE ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE AND A CIVIC REGISTRY OF HERITAGE PROPERTY 

 
BE IT ENACTED by the Council of the Halifax Regional Municipality, under the authority 

of the Heritage Property Act, R.S.N.S. 1989, Chapter 199 as follows: 
 
Short Title 

1 This By-law shall be known as By-law No. H-200 and may be cited as the “Heritage 
Property By-law”. 

 
Interpretation 

2 In this By-law, 
 

(a) “Act” means the Heritage Property Act, R.S.N.S. 1989, Chapter 199. 
 
(b) “Committee” means the Heritage Advisory Committee of the Halifax                     

Regional Municipality; 
 
(c) “Council” means the Council of the Region; 
 
(d) “Heritage Impact Statement” means a study to determine if any heritage 

resource will be impacted by a specific proposed development or site 
alteration, and which can also demonstrate how the heritage resource will be 
conserved in the context of redevelopment or site alteration, and in which 
mitigative or avoidance measures, or alternative development or site alteration 
approaches may be recommended.” 

 
(da) “Heritage Planner” means an employee of the Municipality designated as a 

Heritage Planner by the Chief Administrative Officer or designate; 
 
(e) “Municipal Heritage Property” means a building, public building interior, 

streetscape, cultural landscape or area registered in the Registry of Heritage 
Property for the Halifax Regional Municipality; 

 
(ea) “Qualified Heritage Professional” means a professional member in good 

standing with the Canadian Association of Heritage Professionals; 
 
(f) “Region” means Halifax Regional Municipality; and 
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(g) “Registry” means the Heritage Property Registry of the Halifax Regional                  
Municipality. 

 
Heritage Advisory Committee 

3 (1) There is hereby created the Heritage Advisory Committee. 
 
Composition of Committee 

(2) The Committee shall consist of not more than twelve members, who shall be 
appointed by Council, as follows: 

 
(a) two members of Council; and 
 
(b) ten residents of the Region, who have applied to the Council to act as                     

members and have expressed an interest in heritage preservation. 
 
Term of Office 

(3) The members of the Committee shall be appointed for such term as Council may 
direct and shall hold office at the pleasure of Council. 
 

Eligibility for Re-appointment 
(4) A member of the Committee shall be eligible for re-appointment. 
 

Deemed Resignation 
(5) A member who is absent from three consecutive meetings of the Committee 

without cause shall be deemed to have resigned. 
 
Filling of Vacancies 

(6) Should a vacancy occur on the Committee, for any reasons other than the                         
expiration of the term of a member, the Council shall within 30 days of                           
notification thereof, appoint a person to fill the vacancy, and the person so                        
appointed shall hold office for the remainder of the term of the member to                        
whose place he or she was appointed. 

 
Powers of the Committee 

4 The Committee shall, within the time limits prescribed by Council or the Act, advise 
the Region respecting: 

 
(a) the inclusion of buildings, public building interiors, streetscapes, cultural 

landscapes or areas in the Registry; 
 
(b) the identification of natural and archaeological features which could be                    

considered for protection through the Special Places Protection Act; 
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(c) applications to substantially alter the external appearance of or demolish a                 

municipal heritage property; 
 
(d) the preparation, amendment, revision or repeal of a conservation plan and                 

conservation by-law;  
 
(e) the administration of heritage conservation districts; 
 
(f) an application for a certificate that is required by the Act or a conservation                

plan and conservation by-law to go to a public hearing; 
 
(g) building or other regulations that affect the attainment of the intent and                    

purpose of the Act; 
 
(h) applications for heritage agreement, development agreements or 

amendments to a Land Use Bylaw which may affect a registered heritage 
property or amendments to a Municipal Planning Strategy affecting 
heritage policies; 

 
(i) the use, administration, and management of registered heritage properties 

owned by the Region; 
 
(j) proposals for the erection on heritage properties of monuments, sculptures 

or plaques; 
 
(k) the promotion and interpretation of heritage properties; 
 
(l) the deregistration of heritage properties; 
 
(m) the acquisition of heritage properties; 
 
(n) financial incentives to heritage properties; 
 
(o) the amendment of evaluation criteria, guidelines and standards for 

municipal heritage properties; 
 
(p) recommendations for enforcement in the event of non-compliance; and 
 
(q) and other matters conducive to the effective carrying out of the intent and 

purpose of the Act. 
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Meetings 
5 (1) The Committee shall meet at least once in each month. The Committee may 

meet as well at the call of the Chairman or at the request of one-third of the 
members of the Committee. 

 
Quorum 

(2) A Quorum of the Committee for each meeting shall be one-half of the members 
plus one. 

 
Procedure 

(3) The procedure of the Committee shall be governed, where not inconsistent with 
the Act or this By-law, by the Rules of Order Administrative Order of the 
Region. 

 
Meetings Open To Public 

(4) All meetings of the Committee shall be open to the public. 
 
Chairperson of Committee 

6 (1) The Committee shall, at its first meeting and thereafter annually, elect from its 
members a Chairperson for the ensuing year. 

 
Vice-Chairperson 

(2) The Committee shall, at its first meeting and thereafter annually, elect from its 
members a Vice-Chairperson, for the ensuing year who shall act in the absence 
of the Chairperson; and, if both the Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson are 
absent from any meeting, the Committee shall elect an Acting Chairperson to act 
at such meeting of the Committee. 

 
Secretary 

(3) The Municipal Clerk or an Assistant Municipal Clerk designated by the 
Municipal Clerk shall act as the Recording Secretary of the Committee. 

 
Establishment of Heritage Registry 

7 (1) There is hereby created a Registry of Heritage Property for the Halifax Regional 
Municipality wherein all prescribed documents relating to the registration of 
heritage property pursuant to the provisions of the Act and this By-law shall be 
filed. 

 
Registration of Buildings, etc. 

(2) Buildings, public building interiors, streetscapes, cultural landscapes or areas 
may be registered in the Registry as municipal heritage properties by Council, on 
the advice of the Heritage Advisory Committee, pursuant to the provisions of the 
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Act and those buildings, public building interiors, streetscapes, cultural 
landscapes or areas so registered shall be subject to the provisions of the Act. 

 
Previous Heritage Properties Deemed Registered 

(3) Buildings, streetscapes, or areas which were and continued to be registered 
municipal heritage properties in the Town of Bedford, City of Dartmouth, 
Halifax County Municipality and the City of Halifax immediately prior to April 
1, 1996 shall be registered municipal heritage properties in the Registry. 

 
Maintenance of Registry 

(4) The Clerk shall maintain the Registry, which Registry shall: 
 

(a) be properly indexed; 
 
(b) contain data, where applicable, with respect to recommendations, 

registration, recording particulars of documents required to be registered at 
the Registry of Deeds and true copies of all notices required by the Act or 
by this By-law; 

 
(c) contain particulars of municipal heritage property under recommendation 

or registered so as to adequately identify the property; and 
 
(d) be accessible to the public at no charge during regular Regional business 

hours. 
 
Notice of Recommendation 

8 (1) Notice of a recommendation by the Committee that a building, public building 
interior, streetscape, cultural landscape or area be registered as a municipal 
heritage property shall be in Form A and shall be deposited in the Registry of 
Deeds. 

 
Notice of Registration 

(2) The Notice of Registration of a Municipal Heritage Property to be sent to each 
registered owner of the Municipal Heritage Property and to be deposited in the 
Registry of Deeds shall be in Form B. 

 
Notice of Decision Not To Register 

(3) In the event that Regional Council after considering the proposed registration 
does not register the property in the Registry, a notice in Form C shall be sent to 
the registered owner of the property.  

 
Notice of Deregistration 
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(4) Notice of Deregistration of a Municipal Heritage Property to be sent to each 
registered owner of the Municipal Heritage Property and to be deposited in the 
Registry of Deeds shall be in Form D. 

 
Terms of Reference 

9 Council may, from time to time, after public hearing, set out and amend such 
guidelines as it sees fit for the designation of property as Heritage Property and the 
Committee shall make recommendations in accordance therewith. 

 
Annual Report 

10 The Committee shall submit annually to Council a report of the activities of the 
Committee for the previous year. 

 
Information To The Committee 

11 (1) The Building Inspector shall inform the Heritage Advisory Committee of any 
application for exterior alteration or demolition of a registered property. 

 
(2) Whenever the Building Inspector of the Region makes any finding that a 

heritage property meets the definition of a dangerous or unsightly structure 
pursuant to Part XV of the Halifax Regional Municipality Charter, the Building 
Inspector shall immediately advise the Heritage Advisory Committee of the 
condition of the heritage property. 

 
(3) Where an application is for a rooftop addition or other addition to a registered 

heritage property located in the Downtown Halifax Plan Area and where the 
addition has a gross floor area greater than 50% of the gross ground floor area 
of the existing building, the Building Inspector or other person designated by 
the Region to administer this By-law may require a Heritage Impact Statement. 
Repealed. 

 
(4) The content of a Heritage Impact Statement shall be as described in Schedule 

‘A’.” Repealed. 
 
Applications for Substantial Alterations and Demolitions 

11A (1)  An application for a substantial alteration of a municipal heritage property shall 
 include: 

 
(a) drawings or photos showing the existing conditions and identifying 

existing materials, before the proposed alterations; and 
 
(b) a written statement describing the scope of work and rationale for the 

proposed alterations. 
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(2) Upon review of the application, the Heritage Planner may require the applicant 

to submit such additional information as the Heritage Planner may require, 
including: 

 
(a) detailed elevation drawings of the areas affected by the proposed 

alterations, identifying all proposed materials; and 
 

(b) site plan, drawn to scale, showing the proposed alterations, 
 

and such plans and drawings shall be prepared by an appropriately qualified 
professional and must be scalable and clearly labelled. 

 
11B (1) Outside the boundaries of any Heritage Conservation District, where an 

application is made for: 
 

(a) the demolition of a municipal heritage property; or 
 
(b) the substantial alteration of a registered heritage property where the gross 

floor area of any proposed new construction exceeds fifty percent (50%) 
of the gross floor area of the existing building(s) on the property,  

 
a complete application shall include a Heritage Impact Statement in accordance 
with Schedule A-1. 

 
(2) The Heritage Impact Statement shall be prepared by a Qualified Heritage 

Professional with knowledge of accepted heritage conservation standards, and 
experience in a field of professional practice relevant to the proposed work. 

 
(3) Upon review of the Heritage Impact Statement, the Heritage Planner may 

require the applicant to submit such additional information as the Heritage 
Planner may deem necessary for the Heritage Impact Statement to be complete. 

 
(4) The complete Heritage Impact Statement shall become part of the application. 
 
(5) Subsection (2) comes into effect one year from the date of the approval of 

By-law H-204 by the Minister. 
 
Conservation Standards 

12 Applications for alteration of a registered heritage property shall be evaluated in 
accordance with the Standards for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada, 2nd 
Edition as set forth in Schedule ‘B-1’. The Guidelines for the Conservation of 
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Historic Places in Canada, 2nd Edition shall be used to interpret and apply the 
Standards. 

 
12A (i) Notwithstanding section 12, any complete application for alteration of a 

registered heritage property on file before the date of first publication of the 
notice of intention to adopt By-law H-202 shall be considered subject to the 
Heritage Building Conservation Standards that were in effect at the time the 
complete application was received.  

 
(ii) Where any complete application is withdrawn, significantly altered, or refused 

by Council after the date of first publication of the notice of intention to adopt 
By-law H-202, any new or significantly altered application shall be subject to 
the Standards for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada, 2nd Edition. 

 
Repeal of By-laws and Ordinances 

13 By-law Number 27311 of the Town of Bedford, the By-law Respecting Heritage 
Property any amendments thereto, By-law Number H-100 of the City of Dartmouth, 
the Heritage Advisory Committee By-law and any amendments thereto, By-law 
Number 49 of Halifax County Municipality, the Heritage Property By-law and any 
amendments thereto, and Ordinance Number 174 of the City of Halifax, the Heritage 
Property Ordinance and any amendments thereto are hereby repealed. 

 
 Done and passed in Council this second day of July, 1996. 
 

(Signed) 
____________________________ 
MAYOR 

 
(Signed) 
____________________________ 
MUNICIPAL CLERK 
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I, Vi Carmichael, Municipal Clerk of the Halifax Regional Municipality, hereby 
certify that the above noted by-law was passed at a meeting of the Halifax 
Regional Council held on July 2, 1996. 

 
(Signed) 
______________________________ 
Vi Carmichael 
Municipal Clerk 

 
Dr. Jim Smith, MLA (Signed) August 1, 1996 
 
___________________________________ 
Minister of Housing & Municipal Affairs  
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FORM A 
NOTICE OF RECOMMENDATION TO REGISTER 

AS A MUNICIPAL HERITAGE PROPERTY 
TO: 

You are hereby notified that: 
 

1 The land and building located at  
 
(address, PID, location, legal description or other identification of property) 
has been recommended to be registered in the Registry of Heritage Property for the Halifax 
Regional Municipality. 
 
2 The reasons for this proposed designation are:  (approximate date of erection; type of 
architecture, typical of an era; part of a streetscape with description of streetscape location; 
local historical significance; national historical significance, and any other associated 
heritage values.) 
 
3 Section 14(4) of the Heritage Property Act prohibits demolition or any substantial 
alteration of the appearance of a property described herein for a period of one hundred 
twenty (120) days from the date and service of this notice, unless the Council sooner refuses 
to register the property. 
 
4 The consequences of registration in the Registry of Heritage Property for the Halifax 
Regional Municipality described in paragraph l would be that:  
 
(a) no demolition or substantial alteration in exterior appearance may be undertaken from 
the date of registration unless an application, in writing, for permission is submitted to the 
Municipality and the application is granted with or without conditions; or   
 
(b) where such application is not approved the owner may make the alterations described 
in his or her application or carry out the proposed demolition at any time after three years but 
not more than four years from the date of application. 
 
5 You are hereby notified that the Council will sit to hear any objections regarding the 
recommendation of the property described in this notice on the        day of         , 20       
at (time), at (place).  (This date must be 21 days after service).  Information and particulars 
concerning the reasons for recommendation are available from the office of the Clerk for 
Halifax Regional Municipality weekdays from 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 

 
DATED this           day of                  , 20    . 
 

     ______________________________ 
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          CLERK 
 

FORM B 
 
(To be filed in the Registry of Deeds for the district in which the property is located and 
in the Registry of Heritage Property for the Halifax Regional Municipality) 
 

NOTICE OF REGISTRATION OF HERITAGE PROPERTY 
 
TO: 
 

You are hereby notified that: 
 

l The land and building located at: 
 
(address, PID, location, legal description or other identification of property) 
has been registered in the Registry of Heritage Property for the Halifax Regional 
Municipality by resolution adopted at a meeting of Council the    day of    , 20       . 
 
2 The consequences of registration in the Registry of Heritage Property for the Halifax 
Regional Municipality are that:   
 
(a) no demolition or substantial alteration in the exterior appearance may be undertaken 
from the date of registration unless an application, in writing, for permission is submitted to 
the Council and the application is granted with or without conditions; or 
 
(b) where an application is not approved, the owner may make the alteration described in 
his or her application or carry out the proposed demolition at any time after one three years 
but not more than two four years from the date of application. 

 
 
DATED this         day of               , 20       . 
 
 
 
           (Seal)                                       

                    
       ______________________________ 
          CLERK 
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 FORM C 
 

NOTICE OF REFUSAL TO REGISTER AS 
A MUNICIPAL HERITAGE PROPERTY 

 
TO: 
 
 

You are hereby notified that: 
 
1 The land and building located at 
 
(address, PID, location, legal description or other identification of property) 
has been refused registration at this time in the Registry of Heritage Property for the Halifax 
Regional Municipality by the Halifax Regional Council, on         , 20          . 
 

 
DATED this         day of            , 20          . 
 
 

______________________________ 
         CLERK
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FORM D 
 

NOTICE OF DEREGISTRATION 
OF A MUNICIPAL HERITAGE PROPERTY 

 
TO: 
 

You are hereby notified that: 
 
1 The land and building located at 
(address, PID, location, legal description or other identification of property) 
has been deregistered as a municipal heritage property by the Council of the Halifax 
Regional Municipality, on the                    day of                             , 20       
at this time in the Registry of Heritage Property for the Halifax Regional Municipality by the 
Halifax Regional Council, on         , 20          . 
 
2 The consequence of deregistration is that: 
 
(a) the property is no longer listed in the Halifax Regional Municipality 
Registry of Heritage Property; and 
 
(b) the property may be altered without reference to Section 17 of the 
Heritage Property Act.  All other municipal regulations still apply. 
 

   
  DATED this         day of            , 20          . 
 
 
 

CLERK 
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Schedule “A” 

Content of Heritage Impact Statements 
 

A heritage impact statement is a study to determine if any heritage resource will be 
impacted by a specific proposed development or site alteration. It can also demonstrate 
how the heritage resource will be conserved in the context of redevelopment or site 
alteration. Mitigative or avoidance measures, or alternative development or site alteration 
approaches may be recommended. A heritage impact statement contains, but is not limited 
to the following information: 

 
(a) Identification of Heritage Value and Character Defining Elements based on 
information available in the HRM Registry of Heritage Properties or Inventory of Potential 
Heritage Properties, supplemented by additional research, site analysis, or evaluation as 
necessary.  

 
(b) Description of the Proposed Development or Site Alteration.  This description 
details the rationale and purpose for the development or site alteration, the proposed works 
and graphical layout, and how the development or site alteration fits with the objectives of 
the municipality as expressed in planning documents. 
 
(c) Measurement of Development or Site Alteration Impact. Any impact (direct or 
indirect, physical or aesthetic) of the proposed development or site alteration must be 
identified. The effectiveness of any proposed conservation or mitigative or avoidance 
measures must be evaluated on the basis of established principles, standards and guidelines 
for heritage conservation. 
 
(d) Consideration of Alternatives, Mitigation and Conservation Methods. Where an 
impact on a heritage resource is identified, and the proposed conservation or mitigative 
measures including avoidance, are considered ineffective, other conservation or mitigative 
measures, or alternative development or site alteration approaches must be recommended. 
 
(e) Implementation and Monitoring. This is a schedule and reporting structure for 
implementing the recommended conservation or mitigative or avoidance measures, and 
monitoring the heritage resource as the development or site alteration progresses. 
 
(f) Summary Statement and Conservation Recommendations: 

• The heritage value and character defining elements of the heritage resource. 
• The identification of any impact that the proposed development will have on 

the heritage resource.  
• An explanation of what conservation or mitigative measures, or alternative 
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development or site alteration approaches are recommended to minimize or 
avoid any impact on the heritage resource.  

• If applicable, clarification of why some conservation or mitigative measures, or 
alternative development or site alteration approaches are not appropriate. 
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Schedule A-1 
Requirements for a Heritage Impact Statement 

A Heritage Impact Statement (herein called the Statement) is a study to determine if any heritage 
resource will be impacted by a specific proposed development or site alteration, and 
demonstrates how the heritage resource will be conserved in the context of redevelopment or site 
alteration by recommending mitigative or avoidance measures, alternative development or site 
alteration approaches. A Statement should clearly and directly inform the proposed development 
or alteration, and provide a strong rationale for the proposed intervention based on accepted 
conservation standards. 

A Statement is an important planning tool to ensure that the heritage values, character defining 
elements, and integrity of heritage resources are considered in the land development process. 
The Municipality will use the Statement to provide comments to the applicant on a proposed 
development, and to make recommendations and decisions about the development project. The 
requirements below describe the content of a Statement. 

The following information shall be included in a Heritage Impact Statement: 

1. Introduction: Subject Property and Heritage Impact Statement 
 The Statement shall include an introduction section that addresses the following: 

 
1.1 Information about the purpose of the Statement, author, and date prepared; 
1.2 An executive summary that provides a description of the existing site, heritage value 

and character defining elements of the heritage resources, and the impacts that the 
proposed development or site alterations will have on the heritage resource(s) and 
surrounding environment. The summary shall include an explanation of the 
recommended mitigation and conservation measures, including methods used, and 
clarification as to why specific mitigation and conservation measures, or alternative 
development or site alteration approaches are not recommended; 

1.3 Site plans showing the existing site and proposed development; 
1.4 Name and mailing address for current owner; and 
1.5 Information about the qualifications of the author including current professional 

membership credentials and relevant field of professional practice. 
 

2. Background Research and Analysis 
Background research and analysis shall be provided, which at a minimum includes a 
review of the municipal heritage property file for the subject property. If available, the 
following information shall be included:   
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2.1 Comprehensive written and visual research, with source information and references, 
and analysis related to the heritage value of the property, above and beyond what is 
available in the municipal heritage file; 

2.2 A description of the evolution of the property over time including original construction, 
additions, and alterations with dates of construction supported by documentary or 
physical evidence; and 

2.3 Research material shall include relevant historic maps, drawings, photographs, 
sketches/renderings, permit records, land records, directories, etc. as may be 
available. 
 

3. Statement of Significance 
A Statement of Significance is necessary to evaluate a proposed intervention using the 
Conservation Standards. The Statement of Significance may be used, in whole or in part, 
by the Municipality in crafting its statement of significance for the subject property. The 
Statement of Significance shall include the following: 

 
3.1 New research and analysis of the property as well as information contained in the 

heritage file;  
3.2 A statement of heritage value and character defining elements as defined in the 

Heritage Property Act of Nova Scotia. The Statement of Significance will be written in a 
way that does not respond to or anticipate any current or proposed interventions; and 

3.3 Professional quality photographs of the heritage resource illustrating character 
defining elements of the heritage property in their present state. 
 

4. Assessment of Existing Conditions 
The Municipality requires current information about the conditions of the property and its 
heritage resources to evaluate the application. The following information is required:  
 
4.1 A comprehensive written and visual description of the existing conditions of the 

subject property. (see Appendices, below, for visual description requirements); 
4.2 High-quality colour photographs of all heritage resource(s) in their current condition, 

including: 
i) Views of the area surrounding the property to show it in context with adjacent 

properties; 
ii) Exterior views of each elevation of all affected heritage resources, showing 

the condition of potential character-defining elements; and 
iii) Views of the property including all significant landscape features; 

4.3 A description of all applicable municipal requirements affecting the subject property 
(i.e. Building Code, plan policies, zoning, engineering, etc.); and 
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4.4 If the structural integrity of the existing structures is identified as a concern, a structural 
and engineering assessment is required (see Appendices, below, for requirements).  

 
5. Description of the Proposed Development or Site Alteration 

The Municipality requires information about the proposed development or site alteration to 
understand the larger context of a proposed intervention on a heritage resource. This 
information shall include:  
 

5.1 A written description of the proposed development or site alteration; 
5.2 A visual description of the proposed development or site alteration (see Appendices, 

below, for requirements); and 
5.3 Description and drawings shall note which parts of the heritage resources are 

considered for retention and which parts are considered for removal or alteration. 
 

6. Impact of Development or Site Alteration 
The Statement requires a full assessment of the proposed development and its impact on 
a heritage resource to ensure that there are no unforeseen negative impacts beyond the 
proposed intervention on the heritage resource. Negative impacts on heritage resource(s) 
include, but are not limited to: 
 
6.1 Destruction of any, or part of any, heritage resources or character defining elements; 
6.2 Alterations or interventions that are not subordinate to, or compatible with, the 

character of the heritage resources; 
6.3 Shadows created that obscure a heritage resource or alter the viability of an 

associated natural feature or plantings, such as a garden; 
6.4 Isolation of a heritage resource or character defining element from its surrounding 

environment, context, or a significant visual relationship; 
6.5 Direct or indirect obstruction of significant views of the heritage resources from the 

public Right of Way; 
6.6 A change in use which affects the property’s heritage value; and 
6.7 Land disturbances such as alterations to grade that change soil and drainage patterns 

to the detriment of heritage resources, including potential archaeological resources. 
 
7. Considered Alternatives and Mitigative Strategies 

The Statement requires an assessment of alternative options and mitigative strategies to 
ensure that the proposed intervention on the heritage resource is the best or only option 
available. Mitigative strategies shall be considered for all options to reduce the impact of 
the proposed intervention on a heritage resource.  An assessment of alternative options, 
shall consider and include the following:   
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7.1 Alternative development approaches, which shall not be limited to demolition, and 
shall address the full retention of heritage resource(s), rehabilitation, relocation, and 
other alternatives; 

7.2 Concealing new development and site alterations so as not to negatively impact 
significant character defining elements and views from the public right-of-way; 

7.3 Design concepts that use mass, setback, setting, and materials to complement the 
heritage resource(s); 

7.4 Limiting height and density where new construction is not subordinate or compatible 
with the heritage resource(s); 

7.5 Allowing only compatible infill and additions; 
7.6 Reversible alterations; 
7.7 All alternative options shall be explored and discussed, before the relocation or 

demolition of a heritage resource is considered as an appropriate option; 
7.8 Alternatives and strategies shall consider all applicable municipal requirements 

affecting the subject property (i.e. Building Code, plan policies, zoning, engineering, 
etc.); and 

7.9 Where a property cannot be conserved, a full analysis will be provided to explain the 
reasons for this conclusion and the salvaging potential of the property will be 
discussed including options for documentation of existing heritage resources and 
their symbolic commemoration as part of a new development. 

 
8. Conservation Strategy 

The Statement shall include a conservation strategy for the best option selected for the 
proposed development and describe how the mitigative measures will be implemented. In 
the case of a demolition application, the strategy will make recommendations for 
additional studies, documentation and salvage to be completed prior to the demolition of 
the heritage resource. A conservation strategy to protect and enhance heritage value and 
character defining elements of the heritage resource(s) shall include, at a minimum:  
 
8.1 A methodology for mitigation of negative impacts; 
8.2 A scope of work and methodology for the conservation project;  
8.3 An implementation and monitoring plan for the mitigation and conservation; 
8.4 References to any appropriate precedents and to all relevant conservation standards; 

and 
8.5 Recommendations for additional studies related to restoration, interpretation and 

commemoration strategies, lighting, signage, landscaping, structural analysis, 
long-term heritage conservation plan, and additional written and photographic 
documentation prior to any proposed alteration or demolition of a heritage resource. 
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9. Appendices 
The following items shall be submitted as appendices, and not embedded in the 
Statement:  
 
9.1 A bibliography, listing source materials, including persons and institutions consulted; 
9.2 Information and a Curriculum Vitae for the author demonstrating experience in the 

conservation of heritage properties which includes current professional heritage 
membership credentials and an explanation of expertise in a relevant field of 
professional practice. 

9.3 Detailed elevation drawings, to scale, or photographs of the existing heritage 
resources identifying all existing materials; 

9.4 Detailed landscape plan, to scale, identifying all heritage resources and landscape 
features; 

9.5 Detailed landscape plan, to scale, identifying the proposed development and/or site 
alteration and its integration with all heritage resources and landscape features; 

9.6 Detailed elevation drawings of the proposed development, its surrounding context, its 
integration with all heritage resources and identifying all existing and proposed 
materials;  

9.7 Digital illustrations of the proposed development and/or site alteration, including 
surrounding context, from the perspective of a person standing in the adjacent right- 
of-way to illustrate the new construction and its orientation and integration with the 
heritage resources and adjacent properties from the perspective of a person at ground 
level.  

9.8 In the case of a proposed demolition, a structural engineering assessment to confirm if 
conservation, rehabilitation and/or restoration are feasible options. Assessments must 
be conducted by qualified professionals with heritage property experience. 
 

All submitted plans and drawings must be prepared by an appropriate qualified professional 
and must be scalable and clearly labelled. 
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Schedule “B-1” 
CONSERVATION STANDARDS 

The Standards for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada 

The following Conservation Standards are contained within Chapter 3 of the Standards & 
Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada, 2nd Edition as published by Parks 
Canada in 2010 and are structured around the following key concepts and definitions: 

• Historic Place means a structure, building, group of buildings, district, landscape, 
archaeological site or other place that has been formally recognized for its heritage 
value. 

 
• Heritage Value means aesthetic, historic, scientific, cultural, social or spiritual 

importance or significance for past, present and future generations. The heritage 
value of an historic place is embodied in its character-defining materials, forms, 
location, spatial configurations, uses and cultural associations or meanings. 

 
• Character-defining Elements means the materials, forms, location, spatial 

configurations, uses and cultural associations or meanings that contribute to the 
heritage value of an historic place, which must be retained to preserve its heritage 
value. 

 
• Conservation means all actions or processes that are aimed at safeguarding the 

character-defining elements of an historic place so as to retain its heritage value and 
extend its physical life. This may involve Preservation, Rehabilitation, Restoration, 
or a combination of these actions or processes. 

 
• Preservation is defined as the action or process of protecting, maintaining and/or 

stabilizing the existing materials, form, and integrity of a historic place or of an 
individual component, while protecting its heritage value. 

 
• Rehabilitation is defined as the action or process of making possible a continuing or 

compatible use of a historic place or an individual component through repair, 
alterations, and/or additions, while protecting its heritage value. 

 
• Restoration is defined as the action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or 

representing the state of a historic place or of an individual component, as it appeared 
at a particular period in its history, while protecting its heritage value. 
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Notice of Motion: May 7, 1996 
First Reading: May 14, 1996 
Second Reading: June 25, 1996 
Third Reading: July 2, 1996 
Approval of Minister of Housing & Municipal Affairs: August 1, 1996 
Effective Date: August 17, 1996 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Amendment # 1 (By-law H-201) 
Notice of Motion: Waive 
First Reading: April 7, 2009 
Notice of Public Hearing Publication: April 11, 2009 
Second Reading: May 5, 2009 
Approval of Minister of Service Nova and Municipal Relations:                February 3, 2010  
Effective Date:  March 6, 2010  
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Amendment # 2 (By-law H-202) 
Notice of Motion:                                                              January 28, 2014 
First Reading:                                                                     May 20, 2014 
Notice of Public Hearing Publication:                                              May 31, 2014 
Second Reading:                                                                  June 24, 2014  
Approval of Minister of Municipal Affairs:                                   November 4, 2014  
Effective Date:                                                              November 22, 2014  
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